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Abstract—Most cloud providers use centralized servers to
manage data. However, centralized servers still suffer the risks
of single point of failure and data theft. We add a blockchain
to the cloud service and propose a new architecture to manage
data. Using blockchain as a connector to utilize the tamperproof,
traceable, and data-sharing features of the blockchain to ensure
that the transaction data are properly stored in each node. We
use the stock simulation trading service to extend and divide the
research design into two levels, namely, system and application
services. First, we directly write the data into the blockchain.
Second, we alternatively store the data in the cloud and then write
it into the blockchain. Finally, the two versions are compared
and analyzed to investigate their feasibility and performance. At
the application service, we implement the smart contract for the
existing stock transaction process to achieve real-time settlement.

I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the cloud service, the cost of equipment mainte-

nance within the company is converted into the cost

of service operation [1]. And the maintenance of the system

becomes simple and also increases flexibility.

However, while availing of the convenience of cloud ser-

vices, enterprises’ internal data or even highly sensitive data

are stored in the data center of a third-party. If sufficient

security measures are not taken, then security risks, such as

data leakage and tampering, will occur. In recent years, well-

known cloud service providers have frequently reported cloud

vulnerability incidents [2].

In particular, many small- and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs) adopt centralized third-party cloud services . As the

size of the enterprise increases, the vertical expansion of the

cloud service database becomes prone to the risk of single

point of failure [3]. In the case of a single point of failure or

single-path disconnection, the cloud service provider will in-

terrupt the network service and even the entire production line.

This situation can cause considerable losses for companies [4].

The centralized environment of enterprises is increasingly

unable to adapt to the needs. Thus, they are gradually moving

from the original centralized database to the decentralized

database. The blockchain is a large decentralized database. The
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data structure of the blockchain ensures that the transactions

in the network are traceable, immutable, and tamperproof. In

this study, the information stored in the cloud is encrypted, and

the user’s digital assets and transaction records are distributed

in different nodes in the network through the P2P network,

thereby reducing the risk of being stored only in a single

node. Based on the blockchain, the data stored in the cloud

is encrypted and stored in the network’s block. The user’s file

data will not be exposed to the risk of being leaked or stolen

during cloud server failure [5]. Users can securely access data,

and privacy is well protected.

The design of this study will be divided into two levels,

namely, system and application services. We classify the level

discussed in the previous paragraph as the system service level

and analyze the problems that cloud storage may encounter.

We hope to reduce the risks that cloud storage may encounter

by using the blockchain. At the application service level, we

design the blockchain smart contract for the existing stock

transaction process. The traditional stock transaction employs

the T+2 settlement cycle. However, through the blockchain,

users can achieve real-time delivery of stocks and the trading

become more secure.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

This study is based on the cloud service and stock mar-

ket transaction implementation services proposed by Wang

and Chang [6]. We use the concept and technology of the

blockchain to extend and improve the establishment of the

blockchain as a connector for cloud data services.

A. Stock market simulation trading system architecture

We design a network-based stock market simulation trading

system (hereinafter called SMSTS). Using ASP.NET web de-

velopment including HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, C# and Python

to design the SMSTS. The database is designed using the

Microsoft SQL Server.

B. Blockchain

Satoshi Nakamoto published a paper entitled “Bitcoin: A

Peer-to-Peer Electronic Funds Transfer System” in 2008 [7],

proposing the concept of bitcoin and its underlying technology.
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The blockchain is a large global decentralized ledger

database that records all transaction records [8]. Each node

uses the proof-of-work hash function to determine who verifies

these transactions. The node that obtains the verification right

would broadcast the block to all of the nodes. Until the first

successful node confirms the verification, the block quickly

connects to the parent blockchain.

C. Smart contract

The concept of a smart contract was first proposed by Nick

Szabo in 1994 [9]. He advocated that the trading conditions

could be automated by the program. When the conditions are

met, the value can be transferred. All of these are performed

automatically by the computer program, and no third party is

involved.

D. Ethereum

The concept of Ethereum was first proposed by Vitalik

Buterin: A next-generation smart contract and decentralized

application [10]. Ethereum is an application platform based on

blockchain technolocy that allow many different applications

to be built on the Ethereum platform.

E. Stock settlement

Settlement is the end of a creditor–debt relationship. If

it cannot be completed in time, then it may cause the next

transaction to be unsuccessful, which will affect other business

activities. The stock settlement cycle is T+2. Thus, if the

settlement speed can be improved, then the efficiency of the

capital market operation can be improved and the cost of

verification by the settlement institution personnel can be

reduced.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

In recent years, cloud computing has become even more

popular. However, when confidential information is in third-

party cloud services, the risk of leakage increases. The

blockchain database consists of several nodes and all partici-

pate in data management. Any data added to the blockchain

database must be agreed upon by most nodes in the blockchain

network to be successfully recorded in the block and cannot

be controlled by a single entity. Such mechanism ensures that

data are secure, transparent, and permanently recorded, thus

making it difficult to tamper with the content.

This study divides the blockchain into two levels, namely,

system and application service levels. In terms of system

services, two versions are proposed for writing data into the

blockchain database. The first version involves directly writing

the data into the blockchain. The second version involves

storing the data in the cloud, and the blockchain acts as a

connector to encrypt and decrypt the location where the cloud

stores data. In terms of application services, the details of the

use of smart contract automation for SMSTS are described in

the subsequent paragraphs.

Fig. 1. User Interface of BC Connector

A. Data directly stored in the blockchain

We use SMSTS that we have set up on the local server be-

fore, then set up the blockchain environment on the notebook.

In this program, we designed the user interface to gradually

write the data into the blockchain. Besides, we use symmetric

key cryptography to encrypt the data.

1) Blockchain environment setting: We use the Ethereum

platform to set up a private chain network and Solidity to write

the smart contracts. Before the smart contract is submitted to

the blockchain network, it needs to be compiled and deployed.

2) Download the file: We add the function button for

downloading files in the SMSTS which enables users to

download the transaction records from the SMSTS to their

own computers and then write into the blockchain through the

blockchain connector.

3) Compile and deploy the smart contract: To ensure easy

operation by the user, this study designed a user interface that

can be operated step by step, shown in Fig. 1. First, after

pressing the (1) Submit Contracts button, it will generate an

address in the (2) Smart Contract field, then click on File in

the upper function bar and click on Open File, and then select

the file to be written into the blockchain. After confirming the

file, the file path will be displayed in (3). The file content

will be displayed in the data column of (4). After pressing (5)

Upload Data, the data will be written into the block. When the

data are written into the blockchain, the encrypted Transaction

Hash will be generated in (6). The user can also query the data

of the blockchain through the (7) Transaction Record Inquiry,

and the query data will be displayed in (8) Area. To ensure

that the data are secure, we use the AES-128-CBC symmetric

key encryption method to encrypt the data to be written into

the blockchain. The Encrypt Code displayed in the query data

bar is the encrypted garbled code. Even if the user obtains the

Transaction Hash, the file content will still be invisible in the

blockchain.

B. Write the data address stored in the cloud into the

blockchain

Most users use the centralized cloud server to store data,

which is vulnerable to hackers; thus, the security of data is
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Fig. 2. Using the BC Connector to enter SMSTS query data

Fig. 3. Limit trading desigh flow

threatened. Therefore, this study integrates the web server,

database, stock price program, and transaction processing

program into the cloud system, allowing users to buy and sell

stocks through the browser, thereby collecting data and using

these data as the test data for writing the blockchain.

1) Cloud erection: We transfer the SMSTS to the Azure

cloud platform and collect the data generated by the user

through the simulation program for stock trading as the

experimental basis.

2) Using the blockchain as a connector: We build a Elec-

tron, to design and develop our blockchain connector user

interface. After launching Geth, another Git Bash window

opens, with the electron command to execute our project. The

account, password, and order time are used as pointers for the

user on how to store the transaction data. After being encrypted

and written into the blockchain, the user can directly log in

to the transaction record page of the SMSTS to query the

transaction data of the specified order date, as shown in Fig. 2.

C. Smart contract automation

Smart contract automation is applied to the stock limit

trading service. Based on the design structure of the SMSTS,

the system automatically generates the smart contract and

deploys it to the P2P network environment. We have added a

trigger button that allows users to link to their own blockchain

wallet to perform limit trading services. The system design

flow for this architecture is shown in Fig. 3

TABLE I
APPLICATION LOAD TIME TEST RESULTS SET ON THE LOCAL AND CLOUD

Load time SMSTS is set up on the local server (sec) SMSTS is set up in Azure cloud server (sec)

1 2.07s 1.03s

2 2.54s 1.02s

3 2.05s 1.23s

4 2.01s 1.11s

5 2.52s 1.02s

6 2.40s 1.08s

7 2.31s 1.15s

8 2.23s 1.24s

9 1.99s 1.09s

10 2.36s 1.15s

Avg time 2.48s 1.12s

IV. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

This study conducts a series of tests and analyses based

on the architecture and design at the system service level

described in the previous section, and the application service

level will be compared with the existing platform.

A. Results from stock market simulation trading system test

results

To test the performance, we use the Pingdom Website

Speed Test, a free website tool that detects website speed

and performance, to understand and evaluate the performance

of the proposed service and to measure the load time of

the website through experiments. We have designated San

Jose(Califonia,USA) as the test area.

The test results of the page load time and the time of writing

data into the blockchain are shown in Table I. From the table,

we can see that the cloud server is faster than the local server.

This finding can be plausibly attributed to the fact that the

cloud service providers focus more on optimization of the

cloud storage service. This difference is also affected by the

network speed, test location, and device capabilities between

the cloud service provider and the research computer device.

B. Results from blockchain application system test results

We first compare the difference between (1)directly storing

the accessing data in the cloud and (2)storing/accessing via

cloud addresses recorded on blockchain. Table II shows that

the time of transaction data generated by the SMSTS, which is

directly stored in the cloud, is shorter and more average than

that of other systems. Storing of the cloud data address to the

blockchain increases the step of writing the blockchain; thus,

it takes a long time. Compared with storing only the data in

the cloud, writing into the blockchain is time consuming but

more secure.

C. Discussion of cons and pros of the proposed blockchain

system services

Traditional decentralized systems generally use a Replicated

state machine [11] to implement a fault-tolerant mechanism.

The blockchain uses similar approach,but it does not rely on

a single entity to complete the service because there exits

consensus agreement in the blockchain. When a transaction

conflict occurs, only one transaction is approved to avoid

double-spending. In order to solve the problem of Byzantine

failure [12], we write the data encryption program in the smart
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF DATA STORED IN THE CLOUD AND WRITE CLOUD DATA

ADDRESS INTO THE BLOCKCHAIN

Load time
Data directly stored in the

Azure cloud platform (sec)

Writes into the blockchain after the

Azure output data address (sec)

1 21.14s 51.42s

2 20.31s 64.36s

3 15.92s 40.55s

4 14.54s 52.31s

5 24.64s 36.96s

6 18.51s 88.49s

7 16.61s 37.12s

8 19.92s 35.71s

9 23.16s 21.33s

10 17.18s 46.40s

Avg time 19.19s 47.45s

contract and enable it to be executed automatically, and then

use the blockchain as a connector to achieve decentralized

storage as the core of the cloud storage [13].

Through the solutions proposed in this study, the blockchain

will be continuously extended, and the nodes can be connected

to each other [14]. Once the data are written into the block,

it cannot be tampered with, which helps the cloud provider in

ensuring the security of the user data. Moreover, the nodes

that are distributed in the network can reduce the cost of

network transaction, authentication, and collaboration and can

effectively solve the synchronization problem of the traditional

distributed database. However, the current transaction speed of

Ethereum is still very slow, only 10˜20 transactions per second

use sharding or plasma as a blockchain expansion solution.

D. Discussion of the benefit of blockchain application services

The proposed application is based on the limit trading

service in the SMSTS developed in this research. Through the

characteristics of the blockchain, real-time delivery of stocks

can be achieved. The settlement cost can be reduced and the

stock or payment time can be shortened [15].

V. CONCLUSION

This research is divided into three parts. First, we set up

the web server and database system of the stock market sim-

ulation program in our Internet data center, collect transaction

information from it, and store the data directly in our private

blockchain. Moreover, the storage, verification, transmission,

and communication of network data are performed through

distributed nodes. Our private chain can record, sort, and

encrypt every transaction. Participants use the verification code

to link the transaction records and then use the characteristics

of the blockchain to save records of all transactions and ensure

the integrity of the data. Thus, the transaction history cannot

be falsified.

Secondly, as more SMEs turn to cloud computing services,

the blockchain can create secure, effective, tamperproof, and

democratic computing networks. In this study, the location

of each data block is recorded in the blockchain. When the

file needs to be accessed, the system will verify the identity

according to the private key of the user and assemble the

file. We found that combining data in a blockchain with a

decentralized cloud is safer than storing it in a centralized

system. One device does not contain complete files, which

makes it almost impossible for hackers to steal data, thus

improving security and reliability.

Third, the smart contract can automate of the stock limit

trading service. The actual stock transactions do not need to

wait for the T+2 settlement cycle. The blockchain increases

the flexibility of trading strategy execution and reduces the

labor cost of transaction clearance and settlement.

The blockchain can effectively reduce the cost of authentica-

tion, network transactions, and collaboration [16], can control

the reading and modification of data through public and private

keys by taking into account transparency and privacy security,

and is reliable. This study conducts prelimilary experiments in

using the blockchain as a connector to store cloud data, and in

the future, it can be applied to other applicable cloud services,

even in different application scenarios.
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